2021 TRANSPORT
TRENDS REPORT

ACCELERATING TOWARDS
THE NEXT NORMAL WITH AI

ABSTRACT
Digitalization has greatly accelerated the pace of transformation in
the transport sector—the rise of connected technologies in the last
few years has given impetus to the simultaneous rise of intelligent
applications to streamline existing processes and drive innovations
in all aspects of the industry. This report examines the trends that
are expected to shape and revolutionize the transport space in the
near future, ranging from technological innovations such as AIOT to
reimagined ways of transportation itself, such as EVs and
Autonomous Things (AuT), and enumerates how logistics, public
transport, and private transport stakeholders can achieve resilience,
growth, and continued competitiveness in this new age of data.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the transportation industry has been faced with several shifting dynamics, with the
consistent evolution of customer expectations; the market expanding to cover new regions, customer
bases, and competitors; and an increased focus on customization, collaboration, and digitization. The
trend towards “sharing” models, a greater adoption of standardization through technology, and the
all-important equilibrium between large-scale and niche implementations have comprised major
changes for the industry to stay up to date with, all while assessing changes on the horizon and upscaling
capabilities accordingly.

With the pandemic severely impacting supply chains across the world as well as trade flows, the industry
has had to adapt in order to respond to the increased demand for essential goods, the low availability of
labor, and varying safety and movement restrictions in place, to name a few barriers.
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However, certain players in the industry have been able to shore up their operations and effectively
respond to the situation by automating routine processes to reallocate workforce expertise, reducing
information delays through increased and standardized communication, and ensuring greater visibility
and transparency in their day-to-day operations. Moreover, those in the transport industry have devised
creative ways to respond to the pandemic, inspiring confidence in their ability to remain agile: automobile
manufacturers are turning to respirator and ventilator production, airline cabin crew members are
contributing their first-responder training experience in assisting medical professionals, trains are being
transformed into mobile hospitals, and cab-hailing companies are offering their services to frontline
workers and vaccine trial participants.

Despite the situation of disruption, the industry has, over the decade, seen consistent growth and is now
valued at over $300 billion.[1] Going forward, the following trends could see widespread adoption in the
course of the industry’s evolution.

[1]

https://www.automotiveworld.com/news-releases/300
-billion-transportation-logistics-industry-is-still-in-infa
ncy-of-digital-transformation/
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THE RISE OF AIoT
It has been said that “Digitalization has forever been present since the time Henry Ford crafted the first
model T Ford car that made travel faster, saving time, effort, and money. Digitalization will always be a
trend in the transportation industry year after year.”[2] In this context, the World Economic Forum (WEF)
has signaled that T&L players can expect digital transformations to generate a value of $1.5 trillion for the
industry; the organization further indicates benefits to the tune of $2.4 trillion reaching society resulting
from digital advancements.[3]
The impacts of technology and digitalization in the transport industry have been significant across the
decades; for instance, RFID technology was introduced as early as the 1920s and was used to design
long-range transponder systems for aircrafts in the 1950s. RFID devices and other forms of Automatic
Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) technology, such as biometrics, GPS, smart cards, OCR, and voice
recognition, have been instrumental in optimizing, among other services, real-time tracking and tracing,
order fulfillment, weight and volume determination, and fast and accurate delivery in the past decade.
According to recent data, IoT devices are projected to be generating 5 quintillion bytes of data a day, and
the market for this technology is set to expand at a CAGR of 21.1% to reach a value of $1599.3 billion by the
year 2024.[4] In addition to the widespread adoption of IoT devices by T&L players, recent advancements in
AI and ML technology have given rise to the implementation of AIoT—the Artificial Intelligence of
Things—which has been hailed as a revolution in the era of Industry 4.0. Combining AI, big data, and the
power of 5G, AIoT enables a network of smart devices that can collect, store, process, and control data, with
AI going a step beyond and offering analytical capabilities, making the network self-sufficient and capable
of automating, and perhaps even reshaping, complex organizational processes. In 2017, less than 10% of
organizations had integrated AI in their IoT projects; this percentage was then predicted to rise to above
80% by the year 2022,[5] signaling the increasing importance of AI and ML across industries.

How will AIoT Shape the Logistics Sector?
In the context of the T&L industry, IoT has so far been used to
collect data across the logistics chain through sensors attached
to vehicles, connected technology, smart equipment,

[2]

https://linchpinseo.com/trends-in-the-transportation-industry/

[3]

https://automationedge.com/industry/rpa-for-shipping-and-logistics/

[4]

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/internet-of-things-iot-m
arket-2021-by-industry-growth-size-share-demand-trends-and-analy
sis-research-report-2024-impact-of-covid-19-pandemic-2020-10-26

[5]

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/3-ai-trends-for-enterpri
se-computing/
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biometric readings, and computer vision, among others, to ensure the real-time monitoring of fleets,
employees, and goods. The rise of edge computing for vehicles and warehouses and the widespread
availability of IoT devices has necessitated intelligent functions to manage the sheer amounts of data being
generated on a day-to-day basis, and this is where AIoT has risen to prominence in recent years, facilitating
streamlined fleet/vessel management, performance management, problem-solving, and route optimization
through analytics. Although the lack of connectivity infrastructure and the low adoption of new technologies
constitute barriers in this market, according to a study, based on the growth of e-commerce as well as
logistics applications, the T&L sector is projected to account for the largest share of the overall AIDC market in
2020.[6] Therefore, the use of AIoT, which integrates and evolves AIDC capabilities, is expected to continue well
into the future, eliminating the need for cloud-based computing, sidestepping latency in processing, and
enabling more granular processes and use cases, such as the following:
Monitoring vehicle/vessel movement and automating
the choice of routes based on historical and current
data, weather, and traffic conditions
Responding to unforeseen circumstances such as travel
restrictions and congestions by providing alternative
transport routes and modes
Indicating the need for maintenance checks or system
defects to the concerned manager and rerouting
vehicles to nearby service centers
Accounting for delays and rescheduling/rerouting
deliveries and goods
Reporting employees’ identification, health, and safety
statuses to ensure optimal working conditions
Monitoring fuel levels to indicate the need for refueling
at appropriate intervals
Intelligent loading applications to ensure accurate
loading of goods based on routes
Facilitating a complete digital record of temperature
environments across the supply chain, in the case of
perishable goods
Monitoring aspects such as vehicle door opening, SKU
loading accuracy, and mishandling
Tagging and tracing missing items

[6]

https://www.meticulousresearch.com/press-release/automati
c-identification-and-data-capture-market-2027/518
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AI-enabled dashboards would make such information readily available at a single glance, aiding business
intelligence, offering clear and actionable insights regarding the everyday functioning of the fleet, and
also indicating areas for further automation and cost saving. In this regard, a major German logistics
service has announced its intention to acquire 10,000 IoT-enabled vehicles by 2028, as AIoT has reduced
50% of transit time as well as improved the reliability of real-time tracking by 90%.[7] Moreover, a survey
found that companies using IoT alone to speed up operations saw an increase in speed of 32%, while
those deploying AIoT solutions saw decision-making and operational speeds improve by 53%,[8]
emphasizing the importance of this technology in enabling competitiveness and greater efficiency.

AIoT Applications in the Passenger Transport Market
Such data-driven solutions can also be applied to urban mobility management in terms of infrastructure
management, traffic control, and monitoring road conditions, driver behavior, and congestion through
historical and real-time traffic information. AIoT therefore offers extensive potential to drive smart
transport networks and smart cities through a high level of interoperability.

14

[7]

https://www.iot-now.com/2020/04/10/102236-aiot-the-power
ful-convergence-of-ai-and-the-iot/

[8]

https://iotnowtransport.com/2020/06/17/75807-the-time-togo-all-in-for-aiot-is-now-say-experts-at-tuya-smarts-confer
ence/
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AIOT is further expected to play a significant role in terms of enabling
connected vehicles, specifically cars, in the future. These connected
cars, equipped with sensors to monitor braking, acceleration, tire and
fuel use, and driving conditions, among others, can communicate
continuously with OEMs through wireless networks, pre-empting
maintenance requirements while also offering specific insights into
consumers’ habits in terms of driving, travel durations, car usage, and
even the duration for which they listen to music in their cars. With the
car communicating directly with the OEMs in this manner, this
technology enables leveraging data to offer convenience, comfort, and
unparalleled customer service. Read more about connected cars and
how they're revolutionizing the transport landscape in the 2021
Automobile Trends Report.
AI also offers applications in terms of other forms of transport. For
instance, AI-enabled surveillance systems can be installed across bus
and train networks to facilitate passenger safety, smart capture
technologies, and quick response times in case of disruptions;
moreover, intelligent notification systems and displays can provide
real-time updates on vehicle locations, delays, and expected weather
conditions, allowing for greater ease of travel and enhanced customer
service while also improving transparency. Such technology can
provide critical insights on passenger movements, behavior,
preferences, and critical touchpoints for the development of more
personalized services.
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AIoT and Travel: Hyper-Personalization as the New Norm
AIoT can offer several applications to the travel industry owing to the large amounts of data that can be
processed and analyzed regarding customers’ habits, preferences, and spending patterns. In the airline
industry, in particular, hyper-personalization is set to become a new way of engaging with customers and
ensuring maximized satisfaction, using predictive analytics to gauge customers’ needs and meet them
even before they are voiced. Complex, detailed customer profiles can be generated using data received
from AIoT devices and various other sources, which can be leveraged to ensure relevant and highly
personalized messaging across platforms while also offering pricing options and packages based on
previous online searches. Wearable technology is another rich source for data on individual habits and
inclinations, which can also double as a means of sending customized messages based on geo-tracking.
In addition, wearables can be used to simplify and enhance the airport experience: they can be used to
ensure a paperless and hassle-free boarding experience, saving costs as well as reducing customer service
times. AIoT applications can also elevate customers’ overall experience when travelling. For instance,
London City Airport was the first to integrate AIoT and cross-technology networking to monitor travel—the
passengers’ precise locations and baggage locations in the airport could be tracked, boarding queues
could be managed effectively, and gate information could be rapidly conveyed through this system of
tracking.

Strengthening Resilience through Visibility and Transparency
Another advantage offered by AIoT is the greater availability of data regarding the organization and the
industry as a whole, which can be communicated to all relevant stakeholders. According to a source, the
“global visibility for international transportation has become even more important with disruptions
affecting the global supply of products … the demand for domestic real-time transportation visibility has
increased.”[9]
It has been observed that businesses with a focus on transparency have been, to a certain extent, insulated
from the severe impacts of the pandemic,
making this a crucial advantage in the
forthcoming months. Subsequently, the
benefits of transparency are two-fold: 1)
enabling greater compliance with rising
international ESG standards as well as
customer
expectations
regarding
sustainability and 2) allowing T&L players to

[9]

https://www.gartner.com/document/3990242?ref=solr
All&refval=270214172
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address vulnerabilities in their operations and be better
positioned to manage risks and disruptions in the
market.
The former will involve, in addition to revaluating
overarching business goals and featuring sustainability
as a cornerstone objective, bringing internal and
external stakeholders into the fold of the vision,
ensuring aligned expectations across the board.
According to recent data, 24% more companies
expected suppliers to report environmental data in
2020,[10] and the collection and management of
supplier data can drive feasible sustainability measures,
including energy procurement, maintenance and fuel
efficiency, route and load optimization, and emissions
reduction, that can be implemented as part of
long-term
sustainability
processes.
Moreover,
data-driven insights can streamline the communication
process with stakeholders, increasing brand visibility
and contextualizing operations in terms of ESG metrics
as a means of inspiring confidence regarding the
sustainability of the organization.
The latter can be achieved through predictive analysis,
leveraging the historical data gathered from AIoT
devices, current market situations, and external factors
and combining this to generate accurate forecasts
regarding shipping volumes, demand, transit patterns,
fuel requirements, and the impact of disruptions on
operations. Predictive analysis can strengthen an
organization’s resilience and flexibility, ensuring
competitiveness while also minimizing losses, and this
becomes relevant especially in the context of the airline
industry, which has faced several setbacks due to the
pandemic. Predictive analytics can provide insights
regarding flight maintenance requirements, capacity
planning, resource allocation, passenger satisfaction,
and potential future roadblocks, which can be used to
ensure better responsiveness to disruptions in the
future.

[10]

https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/media/24-percent-jum
p-in-companies-asking-their-suppliers-for-environme
ntal-transparency
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WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE
TRAVEL INDUSTRY?
Contactless Processes for Crowd Management
The effects of the pandemic are likely to continue in the medium term, with the passenger travel industry
being especially affected by the dip in travelers and travel restrictions in place. However, the current crisis
has brought up the question of how the transportation and travel industry can ensure safety as well as
prevent future pandemics from affecting them, while pursuing reinvention—the latter being a question
asked long before the current crisis took root. Beneficial long-term changes to the transportation and
travel industry include ensuring more contactless processes through ticketless travel, automated,
touch-free interactions, contactless ID checks, voice-activated applications, as well as touch-free visa and
immigration processes for both the airline and railway sectors.
The use of AIoT-integrated technology, such as wearables, smart cameras, and sensors, can greatly
facilitate this process, ensuring a smoother boarding and travel experience, reducing the chances of
human contact and error, as well as enabling greater real-time tracking and monitoring of passengers
across the transportation network. Crowd management is another factor that will benefit from AI-enabled
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monitoring and automation: customers will be able to get customized alerts regarding boarding and
terminals, which will enable reduced interaction between them as well as enable staff at check-in
counters and boarding gates to adequately handle footfall. Automated service/ticketing desk help
through virtual assistants and chatbots can even go one step further in offering immediate, more
personalized service, while providing insights into customer preferences.

Craft Maintenance and Flight Trends
Furthermore, craft maintenance requirements, including those for external and internal surfaces, fuel
levels, depreservation checks, and ready-to-fly checks, can be addressed through AI: analytics dashboards
can provide key, actionable insights with respect to aircraft specifications, engineering, and maintenance,
and map this to the manpower required, providing an in-depth understanding of the factors driving
performance and maintenance costs for various aircraft types in a range of scenarios. This knowledge will
be especially useful in terms of determining deployment strategies and the choice of aircraft to ensure
maximum passenger capacity as well as meet scheduling requirements. With long-term flight trends
supporting the continued relevance of airport hubs and with travel between smaller cities expected to
grow exponentially, passenger and aircraft flow will require AI-driven optimization for improved revenue
management. Here, airlines could benefit from tracking travel demand and creating specialized hubs, or
move hubs to a focus-city model, relying on daily travel demands for flight operations. Analytics will play
a crucial role here in matching demand to available aircraft and schedules in order to maximize revenue
from these new streams as well as ensuring the overall sustainability of the enterprise.
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How can AR Enhance Customer Experience?
The travel and tourism industry is also expected to integrate AR into its functions, with virtual assistants,
automated check-ins, and chatbots expected to make inroads in the travel industry in the near future,
combining AI and AR experiences to ensure customer satisfaction. Virtual assistants powered by
advanced AI could customize travel arrangements and preferences based on consumer data, deriving
information from social media, calendars, and previous searches in order to ensure a smooth planning,
booking, and travel experience in addition to boosting NPS scores.

Disruptors of Transportation

Centralized data exchange

Electric Vehicles (EVs)

Cognitive automation &
artificial intelligence

Green technologies
Sustainable & alternative
energy

Big data & cloud
Cyber security

Materials engineering &
nanotechnology

Connected & autonomousvehicles
Internet of Things (IoT)

TECHNOLOGICAL

SOCIETAL

Customer-centric digital
services

ENVIRONMENTAL

ECONOMIC

GOVERNMENTAL

Monetization

Smart regulation & policy

Remote customer sensing

Digital workspace

Smart infrastructure

Analytics & data-driven
decisions

Advanced connectivity
Sharing economy
Economic development
Physical / social distance

Partnerships
Automated last-mile
delivery

Crowdsourcing & customer
sensing

Source: Deloitte[11]

[11]

https://www2.deloitte.com/xe/en/insights/focus/futureof-mobility/future-of-transportation-agencies.html/
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With data collated from travel agencies, airlines, cruise lines, and railways, a global overview of the market
can be obtained; moreover, by analyzing historical marketing activity, campaigns can be tailored to
current situations in order to derive the best possible use of effective selling strategies. Here, quantitative
tools such as predictive modeling and data mining can build appropriate models that offer crucial
insights and also facilitate their implementation in terms of improved response rates, cross-sell
conversions, regional preferences, customer behaviors, and so on, to achieve desired business outcomes.
Moreover, models such as multi-touch attribution (MTA) models and media mix models (MMMs) can
provide individual-level data pertaining to the consumer’s interaction with the service and aggregate
campaign-focused data, respectively, to effectively inform engagement metrics.[12] Customer demand
can further be mapped to existing resources in order to ensure the optimized utilization of transport
fleets, the workforce, and other relevant resources.

[12]

https://www.marketingevolution.com/marketing-esse
ntials/marketing-analytics
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EVS: THE VEHICLES OF
THE FUTURE
How is Sustainability Impacting Demand?
In conjunction with the larger move towards sustainability across industries, electronic vehicles (EVs) are
set to become ubiquitous, especially in the urban landscape. In terms of commuting, e-scooters, e-buses,
e-bikes, and e-shuttles are expected to become mainstays, effectively connecting different transport
networks and settlements while driving sustainability and green initiatives. Despite experiencing setbacks
caused by the pandemic—the prices of fuel dropping and private car ownership remaining an attractive
prospect in the face of distancing measures—the EV market is expected to recover and even make leaps,
as evidenced by the jump in stock prices for several EV OEMs in the second half of 2020. The short-term
dip in demand is expected to give way to U-shaped recovery, bolstered by, among other factors, public
investment in charging stations, increased incentives for EV production, and the general movement
towards reducing carbon footprints.

E-commerce and Micromobility: Twin Pillars of the Urban Landscape
This move towards the adoption of EVs is also likely to be encouraged by the increasing need for
micromobility as a means of countering urban congestion and pollution while also ensuring affordable,
flexible, and accessible mobility solutions for consumers. EVs make possible an increased connectedness
among vehicles, with in-built GPS functions, IoT-enabled tracking, and AI-driven communication and
response systems. The data generated and transmitted by individual EV units can offer a comprehensive
picture of traffic conditions, urban transport infrastructure, energy usage, user behavior, preferred routes,
optimal speeds, maintenance requirements, and compliance with safety regulations which, combined
with analytical insights, can offer valuable information to EV service providers, including in terms of
determining charging patterns, the requirements for pick-up-and-drop centers and services,
renting/buying pricing options, and modifications to vehicles to ensure safety while also enabling them to
effectively scale up operations and optimize resource allocation to meet demand. Battery swapping and
wireless charging, recent solutions hailed as answers to the problem of limited charging infrastructure,
can benefit from AI and ML applications in terms of predictive analysis for demand, faster battery testing
through simulations, and the identification of pricing and selling strategies through which such services
can be offered at competitive yet profitable rates. ML can also be applied in terms of rebalancing and
repositioning: while the former refers to maximizing customer satisfaction and profits, the latter pertains
to being able to accurately anticipate maintenance or replacement requirements and offer enhanced
customer service.
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Micromobility also becomes relevant in the context of the logistics sector, with last-mile delivery gaining
precedence with the rise of e-commerce. E-cargo bikes and mini-trucks are set to be used more
consistently by logistics companies in order to provide hyper-localized deliveries while also offering
greater visibility to customers, adhering to ESG metrics, and achieving long-term cost savings by phasing
out conventional, fuel-dependent ICE vehicles.

The Recovery of Micromobility

Disruptors of Transportation

Source: McKinsey[13]

[13]

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and
-assembly/our-insights/the-future-of-micromobility-ri
dership-and-revenue-after-a-crisis
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THE NEW DIMENSIONS
OF DELIVERY
How is Data-Driven Route Optimization Paving New Paths?
With the recent boom in e-commerce, delivery solutions are expected to become faster, more accessible,
and offer shorter turnaround times, all of which necessitate efficient, rapid, and flexible logistics processes
in place. Both during the pandemic and after, rerouting and redeploying resources will be key to
remaining agile and dynamic: route optimization therefore becomes important in this context as it can
help reduce operational costs while driving greater customer satisfaction. AI and ML-enabled software, in
addition to providing real-time tracking and visibility, is revolutionizing route optimization, factoring in
current weather, peak traffic hours, warehouse capacity, and on-the-ground/sea situations and barriers to
rapidly reroute vehicles in the case of accidents and other disruptions. In the context of maritime
transport, AI and ML processes are also being used to reduce collision risks for ships; for example, a
Japanese IT service provider[14] conducted trials using an AI-enabled detection system and confirmed its
ability to ensure greater maritime traffic safety, in addition to offering ease of access to controllers with
varied skill levels.

[14]

https://syncedreview.com/2020/04/23/fujitsu-verifies-ai-technology-to-predict-ves
sel-collision-risks-in-marine-traffic-control-improves-maritime-safety/
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AI is also able to leverage historical information on traffic and road conditions in order to predict peak
hours, rush periods, and smoothly redirect vehicles onto new, less congested paths—as this process is
automated, it saves the time involved in manual searching. In the case of drivers facing high-risk
conditions or delays, goods may also have to be redeployed and deliveries reassigned to new drivers. In
such cases, an effective route optimization process will enable the quick identification of new vehicles as
well as the shortest possible routes to complete deliveries on time.
In addition to improving operational efficiency, route optimization software can help reduce delivery
times and schedule an optimal number of deliveries along the same route, therefore ensuring the
judicious use of fuel, customer satisfaction, and optimal, balanced work routines for drivers. In addition,
data-enabled insights can help T&L players diversify their points of delivery, offering flexible options such
as near-by pickup locations or lockers instead of traditional at-home delivery, based on customer demand
and the infrastructure available. Smart fulfillment and delivery solutions can also help reorient the order
flow process to offer these options in a cost-effective manner. Moreover, efficient routing can also help
companies avoid traffic and safety violations and shorten travel times, therefore reducing the risks of high
insurance payouts and repair, maintenance, and fuel costs, respectively. As urban spaces become
increasingly congested, and customer expectations evolve in favor of faster, more flexible delivery, such
agility will be key to ensuring competitiveness and sustainability amongst transport companies.
Moreover, in light of the increased turnover amongst drivers, in part due to the aging workforce and in part
due to the pandemic, especially in the trucking industry, fleet management software and analytics can
enable a maximal number of deliveries by individual drivers while also offering them more flexible
working options in terms of shifts, start and stop locations, and timings, therefore ensuring a balance
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between productivity and employee satisfaction.
AI-based route optimization also demonstrates the
potential for innovation and greater customer service in
terms of the passenger transport industry, enabling the
automated
scheduling
of
trips,
optimized
pick-up-and-drop-off options, real-time tracking of
vehicles, alerts based on delays or ETA as well as
customized transport options, with in-vehicle services
provided as required, and so on.
Moreover, according to a source, “Rising urbanization
and traffic congestion, the increasing need for fast or
on-demand delivery, and the exponential growth in the
sheer volume of deliveries puts a major strain on the last
mile of delivery operations. It is becoming impossible to
manage large-scale delivery operations in dense urban
areas without the assistance of software solutions, many
of them driven by AI.”[15]

The Evolution of Last-Mile Delivery
In relation to the rising demand for faster deliveries
across urban spaces, micrologistics and last-mile
delivery have become important factors for T&L
providers to consider. However, according to a report,
last-mile delivery is a challenging process for more than
50% of North American T&L companies,[16] necessitating
innovation and adaptation in order to ensure continued
feasibility. It has been observed that shipping plays a key
role in ensuring smooth operations in last-mile
delivery. Know more about AI impacting the maritime
industry here. Moreover, EVs are expected to play an
important role in last-mile delivery solutions owing to
the lowered long-term costs and greater connectivity
enabled by them. Autonomous vehicles are
also
expected
to
become
popular
transportation and last-mile delivery solutions in the
future with the rise of AI and ML as more consistent,
reliable, and widespread technologies.
[15]

https://blog.mobility.here.com/route-optimization-critical-mod
ern-logistics

[16]

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/07/06/205
7928/0/en/Last-Mile-Delivery-is-the-Most-Inefficient-Process-fo
r-More-Than-Half-of-North-American-Transportation-Logistics
-Companies.html
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A UT
Automation in the Logistics Sector
One of the most immediate settings in which autonomous vehicles are poised to become more visible
and consistently used is last-mile delivery. In addition to EVs, autonomous vans and drones are expected
to see increased popularity in the coming year owing to the ease of operation and reduced dependence
on manpower that they entail. Drone and robot technology, currently used semiautonomously, are likely
to be deployed more independently through logistics solutions such as delivery robots, autonomous
mobile robots (AMRs), and aerial drones. Although still in the conceptual stage, autonomous cargo ships
are also expected to see development by 2025, with a major automobile organization[17] investing in
intelligent shipping systems to enable AI-driven navigation, obstacle detection, and safety.
AMRs, in particular, are seeing bolstered adoption in warehouses. According to a report, there has been an
18% increase in warehouse robotics testing;[18] AMRs can be utilized to load and unload vehicles, shift
inventory, pick products, ensure conveyor-to-conveyor transport, and help construct pallets. Their
distribution across the warehouse floor and functions can be further optimized through data-driven

[17]

https://www.rolls-royce.com/media/press-releases.aspx

[18]

https://www.way2smile.ae/blog/technology-trends-tobe-noted-for-the-logistics-industry-in-2021/
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insights, which can lend to greater cost-effective solutions for T&L companies while ensuring maximum
productivity. As AMRs can work for extended periods of time while transmitting a continuous stream of
information about their surroundings, they can provide granular and focused data for managers and
decision-makers on a range of functions such as the volumes of cargo handled on a day-to-day basis, the
time taken to load and unload pallets, the requirements for maintenance processes, and so on, which can
lead to more optimal processes within intralogistics, fueled by AI.
In the context of aerial drones, the non-military drone market was pegged at a global volume of $5.5
billion in 2019 and is expected to almost double in value to $10 billion by 2025, covering four major
functions: intralogistics, first- and last-mile delivery, supply of goods to remote locations, and
transportation of air freight, often in rural areas.[19] Major players in the transport sector as well as startups
have already made forays into cargo drones, signaling the shift away from traditional freight logistics and
opening up the possibilities of AI-driven hyper-localized delivery solutions with reduced delivery times
and costs as well as scope for long-distance transportation with the development of technology. Delivery
drones can add value in situations where ground transfer is not possible, reliable, or safe. For instance, in
the healthcare industry, where pharmaceutical products have a reduced shelf life, delivery drones can
help reduce waste-related costs and bypass the need for expensive storage methods. Therefore, they
present use cases across a variety of industries and situations, particularly in terms of offering
opportunities for specialized and personalized delivery—analytics here can effectively leverage the vast
amounts of data generated by drones to provide insight into real-time delivery conditions, optimal routes,
and customer feedback while also creating opportunities for the greater automation of such drones
through centralized operations and automated decision-making.

[19]

https://www.rolandberger.com/en/Point-of-View/Cargo-drones-The-future-of-parc
el-delivery.html
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AVs on the Road
Another trend expected to see realization in the future is self-driving vehicles. According to a source, by
2025, more than 12% of new vehicles will have Level 3 or higher autonomous driving hardware capability,
i.e., assisted driving capabilities.[20] Autonomous vehicles can transform the T&L space by reducing the
dependence on human elements, all while ensuring safety, cost-effective carbon emission reduction, and
fuel use elimination. According to a study, the market for self-driving cars and trucks was anticipated to
expand at a CAGR of 63.1% from 2021 to 2030,[21] and such technology is set to be a valuable resource in
the shift towards more autonomous processes in the industry as a whole. Although most self-driving
vehicle technologies are currently in the semiautonomous stage, fully driverless routes and functions are
expected to see further development in 2021. In this vein, an autonomous vehicle manufacturer has tied
up with a popular fast-food chain to deploy self-driving mini trucks,[22] and a startup specializing in
autonomous trucks aims to reduce human intervention and build autonomous routes in the upcoming
months.[23] Several major automobile manufacturers are moving into the autonomous car segment,
signaling that this change is here to stay. Along with this move towards automation, customer experience
design can also benefit from analytics in terms of customizing the specifics of in-vehicle entertainment,
offering luxury services, and ensuring consumer safety; moreover, AI is set to play a significant role in terms
of enabling autonomous vehicles to navigate their surroundings and in the development of further
models of such vehicles, indicating the potential for end-to-end intelligent manufacturing and transport
solutions in the future.

[20] https://www.gartner.com/document/3991056?ref=solrAll&refval=2

[22]

https://www.zmescience.com/science/news-science/kfc-introduce
s-self-driving-trucks-to-sell-chicken-without-human-contact/

[23]

https://www.ttnews.com/articles/tusimple-build-hub-texas-expec
ts-fully-driverless-routes-2021

70214218
[21]

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/driverlesscars-market
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Future Focus: Hyperautomation
A pivotal trend expected to make waves in the T&L industry, hyperautomation has been defined as “the
application of advanced technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), to
increasingly automate processes and augment humans. Hyperautomation extends across a range of tools
that can be automated, but also refers to the sophistication of the automation (i.e., discover, analyze,
design, automate, measure, monitor, reassess).”[24] Integrating current technological capabilities,
hyperautomation entails also leveraging intelligent systems, process mining, case management, and
related advanced tools to automate more complex tasks; examples of such technology include involving
bots to actively identify further processes to be automated, report information on themselves and what
they encounter when carrying out tasks, and enabling SMEs, business users, and so on to contribute to
further automation as part of a self-generating and self-learning system. In the specific context of the
transportation industry, potential applications of hyperautomation include task automation in transport
management systems (TMSs) and fleet management, virtual assistants and chatbots, and freight
matching. The utility of analytics at this stage makes itself apparent in terms of measuring ROI and its
impacts on business, enabling IT and business alignment through shared information, and leveraging
previously unstructured data, converted by hyperautomated technology, to provide new insights into the
transportation market.

Hyperautomation
BUSINESS OPERATIONS

(Transportation Execution)

HYPER
AUTOMATION

PROCESS AUTOMATION
(Transportation
Planning)

TASK AUTOMATION
(Rules, Robotics
Process Automation)

INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence &
Machine Learning
Advanced Algorithms

CONVERSATIONAL UX
Chatbots, Smart Speakers
Virtual Assistants

SIMPLE
AUTOMATION

EVENT PROCESSING
APIs & Feeds Adaptive
Architecture

[24] https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartn

er-top-10-strategic-technology-trends-for-2020/

[25]
Source: Gartner

[25]

https://www.gartner.com/document/3991056?ref=sol
rAll&refval=270214218
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MOBILITY AS A
SERVICE (MAAS)
Mobility as a Service, a common platform bringing together various transport options to provide greater
accessibility to commuters, is expected to further gain ground with technological advancements as well
as the demand for integrated, more seamless travel. As the importance of private car ownership decreases
in the long term and is replaced by the preference for shared, economical services, MaaS will continue to
evolve and gain traction, with pilots and implementations being undertaken in several countries across
the globe, including Vienna, Stockholm, Berlin, Paris, and Helsinki. Although the industry is currently
seeing disruptions and setbacks due to the pandemic, according to research, the global market for MaaS
is expected to grow at a CAGR of 25.1% over the next five years,[26] and revenues generated are set to cross
$52 billion by 2027, a staggering increase from $405 million in 2020,[27] signaling the demand for
frictionless transportation systems, sustainability measures such as reducing air pollution and congestion,
and increasing concerns regarding the cost of private vehicle ownership.

How will the P2P Segment Leverage MaaS?
The peer-to-peer (P2P) segment is expected to see a boom, with private vehicles being offered as rentals
and ride-sharing services becoming easily available via apps. With the expectation of the various processes
involved in the transit experience, including trip planning, booking, and payments, becoming available on
a single, integrated platform, data will become a pre-requisite to understanding and forecasting demand,
creating a centralized platform with relevant informational inputs, and enhancing user experience
through personalized plans, offers, and recommendations. Journey planning, which is set to become an
important element of the urban mobility system experience, will require a combination of predictive and
real-time data based on algorithms in order to keep all relevant stakeholders abreast of the situation on
the ground and, in addition, AI to combine data from multiple sources and translate the same into easily
accessible, user-friendly, and intuitive information. In the move towards offering consolidated transit
services under a single roof, while ensuring access, personalization, and flexibility for users in terms of
modes of transport, a major P2P transport service is looking to enter the short-term car rental and public
transit ticketing space.[28]

[26] https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200817005358/en/Mobility-As-A

-Service-MaaS-Global-Market-2019-to-2025---Focus-on-Product-Types-and-A
pplication-and-Analysis-of-32-Countries---ResearchAndMarkets.com
[27]

https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252481272/Covid-19-to-hamper-short
-term-growth-but-Mobility-as-a-Service-to-rebound-in-2021

[28] https://www.railwaygazette.com/technology-data-and-business/uber-transit

-ticketing-aims-to-make-public-transport-visible-and-accessible/57011.article
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Public-Private Partnerships
Further, major players in the P2P transport industry are
also looking at playing a more sustained role in the
MaaS space, which, according to a report, will
necessitate the movement towards a more neutral
licensing model and market positioning to effectively
capture the public transportation sector: “MaaS will
require wholesale shifts to public transit in order to
realise its full benefits, so it must involve public transit
operators at every stage. The platform licensing model is
essential to building the required public/private
partnerships to achieve success.”[29]
In addition, current research has indicated that
appropriate subscription models will be crucial in
helping MaaS stand out from existing transportation
options: bundling transit mode usage under a single flat
fee could be a valuable user proposition, with
pricing—incentivized by governments and relevant
authorities—further determining the competitiveness
and attractiveness of these new models. In the context
of pricing, “pay as you go” and ticketless models could
also see increased popularity in the future, with open
payment and ID-based access platforms offering a
frictionless passenger experience.
Price optimization, driven by analytics, becomes crucial
here in leveraging this advantage, and the development
of a consolidated public-private platform for
transportation, with governments adopting a more
passive role in MaaS implementation, will require
data-driven insights in order to ensure integrated
infrastructure, maintenance functions, problem-solving
capabilities
and,
importantly,
communication
frameworks in place between private organizations and
public authorities.

[29] https://www.smartcitiesworld.net/news/news/maas-vendors-ur

ged-to-pursue-neutral-platform-approach--5195
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CONCLUSION
The transport industry is on the brink of radical transformation—technological advancements that had
previously been expected to take shape in the next decade are instead expected to become the
mainstays of tomorrow, owed in part to the pandemic but also to the acceleration and rapid pace of
innovation in the sector. As real-time feedback and monitoring of vehicles and fleets become imperative
to ensuring greater visibility, transparency, and decision-making capabilities, connected technologies
such as AIOT and autonomous things, which incorporate AI and allow for a greater level of automation,
will become important advantages for T&L players to leverage in the coming months and years.

Further, the use of predictive analysis, which can help identify emerging trends and requirements, can
also enable businesses to insulate themselves from future disruptions while also positioning themselves
to meet evolving customer demands. This holds true particularly in the case of the travel segment of the
industry, which will have to fundamentally re-envision its services to ensure continued relevance—the use
of hyper-personalization, offering flexible travel options, and adopting agility as a cornerstone of the
business, as enabled by AI and ML capabilities, is expected to aid recovery in addition to bolstering growth.

Moreover, as the market evolves and becomes more diverse, stakeholders in the transport industry will
have to modify business operations to suit customer demands, maintain competitive pricing, as well as
account for the move towards shared models of transport and sustainability in order to achieve cost
effectiveness and adequate resource allocation. The use of various analytics tools can help bridge the gap
between customer expectations and services offered, while also allowing players in the transport market
to digitalize everyday processes and significantly upscale capabilities.

Data will be the common factor underlying these trends in the transport industry in 2021—as the age of
information continues to extend its reach to various industries and aspects of life, stakeholders in the
transport industry who leverage analytics will find themselves at a significant advantage in terms of
gaining insight into future patterns and finding ways to best optimize current practices. AI is set to be an
integral part of the future, and those who make sustained investments in it will find themselves leading
change and ensuring greater business continuity.
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